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SMALL  PROGRAMMING EXERCISES 7 
M. REM 
Department ofMathematics and Computing Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, 5600 MB 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
We have a rather mixed set of exercises this time. The first one, Exercise 17, is a 
graph problem. We are requested to partition a tree into as many smaller trees as 
possible, given a lower bound for the sizes of these trees. It allows a solution whose 
computation time is linear in the number of vertices. 
Exercise 18 deals with mixed binary representations of numbers, i.e. binary 
representations in which negative coefficients are allowed. The problem is to find 
a minimal such representation for a given (possibly negative) integer value N. I 
owe this exercise to J. Misra, who used it as a "Do'nut Hour Puzzle" at the University 
of Texas in 1976. It has an O(log(abs(N))) solution. 
The last exercise is about segments of arrays. A segment is called recurring if 
there exists another segment in the array with the same sequence of values. The 
problem is to determine the length of a longest recurring segment. The solution I
have in mind has a computation time that is quadratic in the size of the array given. 
Exercises 17 and 19 were used in written examinations atthe Eindhoven University 
of Technology in 1982 and 1981. They were concocted by W.H.J. Feijen. 
Exercise 17: chopping trees 
Consider a tree of N (N>~ 1) vertices, i.e. an undirected connected graph of N 
vertices and N-1  edges. Each vertex i, 0<~ i< N, has a nonnegative weight w(i). 
The weight of a tree is the sum of the weights of its vertices. The tree is recorded 
in an integer array v(i: 1 <~ i< N): v(i) is the neighbour of vertex i on the path 
between i and vertex 0. The weight of the tree is at least B, where B is a given 
nonnegative constant. 
By deleting k edges the tree is transformed into k + 1 trees. We are requested to 
compute the maximum number of edges that can be deleted from the tree under 
the restriction that the weight of each resulting tree is at least B. 
Find a statement list S such that 
[[N, B: int;{N>~ 1ABe>0} 
v(i: 1<~ i< N),  w(i: 0<~ i< N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0<~ i< N: w(i)>lO) ^  B<~(Si: 0~ < i<  N: w(i))} 
I[m: int; 
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S 
{m = (maximum number of edges that can be deleted such 
that the weight of each tree is at least B)} 
]1 
]1 
Exercise 18: minimal mixed binary representation 
A sequence r(i: 0<~ i < m), m >I O, of integer values satisfying 
(Si: 0~ < i<  m: r(i) • 2 i) = N 
is called a mixed binary representation (MBR) of N. It is a minimal MBR if 
m>l l~r (m-  1)#0 and 
(Si: 0<~ i< m: abs(r(i)))<~ (Si: 0<~ i< 1: abs(q(i))) 
for each sequence q(i: 0<~ i < l) that is an MBR of N. For N ¢ 0 we can show 
2 m-1 < 2. abs(N) 
for each sequence r(i: 0<~ i< m) that is a minimal MBR of N. 
Find a statement list S such that 
[[N, M: int; {M~>0A2 M I>2" abs(N)} 
[[m: int; 
r( i: 0<~ i< M): array of int; 
S 
{r(i: 0~ < i<  m) is a minimal MBR of N} 
]1 
]t 
Exercise 19: longest recurring segment 
With RS(p, q) denoting 
(Ed: 0<d<~p:  (Ak: p<~k <q: X(k -d )=X(k) ) )  
we are requested to find a statement list S such that 
I[N: i n t ;{N~ 1} 
X ( i: O~ i < N): array of int; 
I[m: int; 
S 
{m = (MAX p, q: 1 <~ p <~ q <~ N ^ RS(p, q): q -p )}  
]1 
]1 
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Solution of Exercise 14 (ascending paths) 
We are requested to find a statement list S such that 
I[N,M,X: int; {N~ I ^M>-O^O<~X <N} 
b(j: O<~j<~ N),  e, d(i: 0<~ i< M): array of int; 
{suc(O, b, e)} 
[[r(j: 0<~j < N): array of bool; 
S 
{Aj: 0<~j < N:  r(j) - (G has an ascending path from X to j))} 
]l 
]1 
The major difference between the solution of this exercise and that of Exercise 
13 is that we have to select a particular grey vertex to be coloured black. As in 
Exercise 13 we partition the vertex set into three (possibly empty) subsets V0, Vl, 
and V2. We maintain as an invariant hat no vertex in V2 has a successor in V0 
and that X ~ V1 u V2. 
Let, for V a set of vertices, RA(V) denote the set of all vertices j for which there 
exists an ascending path from a vertex in V to j. Notice that RA(~)--~. The 
postcondition is then 
(Aj: O<~j < N: r ( j ) - ( j  ~ RA({X}))) 
We maintain P0 as an invariant: 
P0: V2u RA(V1)= RA({X}). 
It may be initialized with Vl = {X} and V2 = 0. Now P0 ^  Vl = 0 implies V2 = 
RA({X}). By also mainfaining 
PI :  (Aj: 0~<j < N:  r(j) =- (j ~ V2)) 
as an invariant, we may conclude the postcondition from P0A P1 A V1 =0. We 
choose V1 # 0 as the guard of the repetition. 
The weight of an ascending path is the maximum of the weights of its arcs. Hence, 
the weight of an ascending path that consists of just one vertex is - in f  and that of 
a longer path is the weight of its last arc. An ascending path of which the last vertex 
is in V1 and of which all other vertices are in V2 is called a black path. 
We introduce an integer array q(j: 0 <~j < N) in which we record, observing the 
following invariant, one value for each j ~ V1 w V2: 
P2: (Aj: j ~ Vl: q(j) -- (minimum of the weights of the 
black paths from X to j))  
^ (Aj: j e V2: q(j) = (minimum of the weights of all 
ascending paths from X to j))  
P2 can be initialized by q: (X)=- inf .  
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At each step of the repetition one vertex is moved from V1 to V2. We now come 
to the selection of such a vertex. Consider a vertex j satisfying 
q( j )=(MINk:  k~ Vl: q(k)). 
Since X ~ V1 u V2, and since no vertex in V2 has a successor in V0, any ascending 
path from X to j has an initial part that is a black path. Therefore, the weight of 
each ascending path from X to j is at least 
(MINk:  k~ VI: q(k)) 
Since we know that there exists a black path--and,  hence, an ascending path-- f rom 
X to j of the above weight, we may conclude that q(j) is the minimum of the 
weights of all ascending paths from X to j. We select j and move it to V2 without 
changing q(j). This establishes a new black path to each successor e(i) ~ VOu V1 
of vertex j for which q(j) <~ d(i). The weight of this new black path is d(i). 
We have now assembled all ingredients of the program. Sets V0, V1, and V2 are 
recorded as in Exercise 13. The selection of vertex j ~ V l - -and  its deletion from 
vl ( j :  0<~j< nv l )mmay be coded as follows: 
DEL" j :=  0 
;do j+  1 ~ nvl 
-~ if q(vl( j ))<~q(vl( j+ 1))~ vl:swap(.~j+ 1) 
[3 q(v l ( j ) )~ q(v l ( j+ 1)) ~ skip 
fi 
; j := j+ 1 
od {(Ak: 0<~ k < nvl: q(vl(k))>i q(vl(nvl  - 1)))} 
; j :=  v l (nv l -  I); nvl := nv l -1  
The insertion of a vertex k into v l ( j :  0<~j< nvl) is then, as in Exercise 13, simply 
achieved by 
INS: v l : (nv l )=k;nv l :=nv l+ l  
Thus we obtain the following solution: 
S: I[nvl: int ; 
v, v l ,  q( j :  0~<j< N): array of int; 
I[J: int; j := 0 
;do j#  N~ v : ( j )=0;  r:( j)  =false; j :=j+ 1 od 
]1 
; v : (X )= 1 
; nvl := 1; vl:(0) = X 
; q : (X)=- in f  
; do nv 1 ~ 0 
I[J: int; 
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DEL  
; v:( j)  = 2; r : ( j )=  true 
;1[i: int; i :=b( j )  
; do i#  b ( j+  1) 
-~  i f  q(j)<~d(i) 
--> Ilk: int; k:= e(i) 
; i f  v(k) = 0-~ v : (k )  = 1; q: (k )  = d( i ) ;  INS 
D v(k) = 1 -> q : (k )  = q(k)  rain d(i) 
D v(k)  = 2--> sk ip 
fi 
]1 
71 q(j)  > d (i) 
-~ sk ip  
fi 






As in all our solutions of graph problems, the inner repetition makes, over the 
whole computation, at most M steps. The computation time of OEL is, however, 
O(N).  Since DEE Occurs within a repetition that makes at most N steps, and since 
M < N 2, the computation time of our solution is O(N2). 
One could argue that the introduction of array v 1 has not been very effective in 
reducing the time to select vertex j. We can indeed obtain a quadratic solution 
without using array vl. DEL and INS can then be coded as follows: 
DEL: I[g, m: int 
;dog#N 
i f  v(g) 
13 v(g) 
fi 
; g :=g+l  
od 
]l {v ( j )=  1 ^  (Ak: 0<~ k< N^ v(k )= 1: q(k)>~ q(j))} 
; nvl := nv l -1  
INS: nv l := nv l + 1 
;g,m:=O, inf 
= 1 -~ i f  q(g) <~ rn ~ j ,  m := g, q(g) 13 q(g) >I m -~ skip fi 
# 1 -~ sk ip  
By representing set V1 as a heap the computation times of INS and DEL can be 
made O(log(N)) .  The computation time of the solution then becomes O( (N+ 
M) • log(N)) ,  which is, except for very dense graphs, better than O(N2). We say 
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that v l ( j :  0~<j< nvl) is a heap if 
(Aj: 1 ~<j < nvl: q (v l ( ( j -  l) div 2) )4  q(vl( j ) ) ) .  
Our initialization makes v l ( j :  0<~j< nvl) into a heap. In order that it remains a 
heap INS and DEL have to be recoded. Since heaps and heapsort are well-covered 
by the general computing literature, we just give the invariants and codes. For the 
formulation of the invariants we first need to define two sets ANC(j) and DESC(j) 
for each j I> 0: 
ANC(O) = {0}, 
ANC( j )={j}•ANC(( j - -1)d iv2)  fo r j~  >1,  
DESC(j) =0  fo r j~  > nvl,  
DESC( j )  = {j} u DESC(2  • j + 1 ) u DESC(2 • j + 2) 
The invariant of INS is 
forO<~j< nvl. 
(Ai, j :  i~ANC(j)  ^ 0<~j< nvl ^ j  # h: q(v l (  i))<~ q(v l ( j ) ) )  
^ g= (h -  1) div2A h< nvl 
It may be coded as follows: 
INS: vl : (nvl )  = k; nvl := nvl + 1 
;l[g, h: int;g, h:=(nvl  -2 )  div 2, nv l - I  
;do g ~> 0 cand q(vl(g)) > q(vl (h)) 
-> vl: swap(g ,h ) ;g ,h :=(g-1)d iv2 ,  g 
od {vl( j :  0~<j< nvl) is a heap} 
]1 
DEL is slightly more complicated. Its invariant is 
(Ai, j :  0~ < i<  nvl A i#  g ^  j ~ DESC( i): q(v l (  i))<<- q(v l ( j ) ) )  
A g=(h-  1) div2A h>~ 1 
A (h =2"  g+2)=-'(2" g+2< nvl  ^  q(vl(2" g+ 1))>i q(v l (2-  g+2)) )  
A (h =2"  g+ 1)-- (2" g+2~ > nvl v q(vl(2 • g+ 1))~ < q(vl(2 • g+2)) )  
The code we suggest for DEL is 
DEL" j := vl(0); nvl := nvl - 1 ; vl: swap(O, nvl) 
; I[g, h: int; g := 0 
; if 2 < nvl cand q(vl(1)) I> q(vl  (2)) -> h := 2 
[3 2 >> - nvl cot q(vl(1))<~ q(vl(2))--> h := 1 
fi 
;do h < nvl e.and q(v l (g) )> q(v l (h))  
--> vl: swap(g, h); g, h:= h, 2*h+2 
; if h < nvl cud  q(v l (h -  1))>I q(vl(h))-->skip 
[3 h >>- nvl cor q(v l (h  - 1)) <~ q(vl(h))  --> h := h - 1 
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fi 
od (v l ( j :  0<j< nvl) is a heap} 
31 
Notice that both for INs and DEL the number of steps of the repetition is log2(nvl). 
Solution of Exercise 15 (the tunnels) 
We have to find a statement list S such that 
][N, M, X, Y: int; {N~ > 1A M~>0A0~<X< NA0~ < Y< N} 
b(j: O<~j<~ N), e, d(i: 0<~ i< M): array of int; 
{suc(G, b, e) A G strongly connected A (Ai: 0~ < i < M: d(i) I> 1 )} 
][z: int; 
S 
{z--(maximum of the weights of the paths from X to Y)} 
II 
]1 
in which the weight of a path is the minimum of the weights of its arcs. The weight 
of a path consisting of a single vertex is, consequently, inf. 
This exercise is very similar to Exercise 14: again a particular grey vertex should 
be selected, and again all three possible ways explained in the discussion of Exercise 
14 may be applied. We present a solution wthout array v 1. Our invariant is this time 
P: (Aj: j ~ VI: q(j) = (maximum of the weightsof the 
black paths from X to j))  
A (Aj: j e V2: q(j) = (maximum of the weights of all 
paths from X to j))  
in which a black path is a path of which the last vertex is in V1 and of which all 
other vertices are in V2. Now the vertex j e V1 that is moved to V2 satisfies 
q(j)=(MAXk: ke VI: q(k)) 
Moving j to V2 establishes a new black path to each successor e(i)~ VOw V1 of 
vertex j. It has weight q(j) miu d(i). 
Since G is strongly connected, there is a path from X to Y. Therefore, the 
computation will eventually move Y to set V2. From P ^ Y e V2 we may conclude 
that q(Y) is the maximum of the weights of the paths from X to Y, i.e. that q(Y) 
is the value to be assigned to z. We choose Y ~ V2 as the guard of the repetition. 
S: [[v, q(j: 0~j< N): array of int; 
I[J: int; j := 0 
;do /# N~ v : ( j )=0; j := j+ 1 od 
]l 
; v:(X) = 1; q:(X) = inf 
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;do v(Y)  ¢2  
-~ I[J: int; 
Jig, m: int; g, m:=0,  - in f  
;dog~ N 
-~ if v(g) = 1 ~ if q(g) >i m ~j ,  m := g, q(g) I-1 q(g) <~ m ~ skip fi 
od 
]1 { v(j)  
," v : ( j )=  
;1[i: int; 






; z := q( Y) 
]1 
[3 v(g) ~ 1 ~ skip 
fi 
g:=g+l  
= 1 ^ (Ak :  O<~k<NA v(k )= 1: q(k)~q( j ) )}  
2 
i := b(j) 
b( j+ l )  
Ilk: int; k:= e(i) 
; if v(k) =0-> v:(k) = 1; q:(k) = q(j) min d(i) 
[] v (k )= 1 --> q:(k) = q(k) max (q(j) min d(i)) 
D v(k) = 2--> skip 
fi 
]1 
i := i+1 
Solution of Exercise 16 (two-person game) 
Directed graph G represents the positions and moves of a two-person game. A 
player who cannot move loses. We are requested to determine for each position of 
the game whether it is won, lost, or undecided: 
[[N, M:  int; {N~ > 1 ^  M~>0} 
b(j: O~ j ~ N) ,  e( i: 0 < - i<M) :  array of int ; 
{PRED(G, b, e)} 
[[q(j: 0 <~j < N) :  array of int; 
S 
{(Aj: 0<~j < N:  (q(j)  = -1) -  (vertex j is lost) 
^ (q(j) = 0) =- (vertexj  is undecided) 
^ (q(j)  = 1) -- (vertexj  is won))} 
]1 
]1 
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Among the graph problems we have solved thus far, the solution of this exercise 
resembles most that of Exercise 11. 
We use SG, $, and P with the same meaning as in the solution of Exercise 11. 
Let w(G), l(G), and u(G) denote the sets of won vertices of (3, lost vertices, and 
undecided vertices respectively. If S(j) ~ 0 for each vertexj of G, then any (s, t)-path 
in G is infinite. In that case all vertices of G are undecided. 
Next assume that S(j)--0 for vertex j. The only (s, t)-path from j is then the 
path---of length 0mconsisting of vertex j only. Since the length of this path is even, 
vertex j is lost. Consider a strategy s with s(k) =j for all k ~ P(j). For each strategy 
t the (s, t)-paths from a vertex in P(j) then consist of just one arc: the arc to vertex 
j. Since these paths have odd lengths, all vertices in P(j) are won. To summarize, 
vertices without successors are lost and all their predecessors are won. 
Let G' denote the subgraph of G induced by the other vertices than j or its 
predecessors, with j still satisfying S(j)= 0. We prove 
l( G') u {j} = l( G) and w(G')uP(j)=w(G). (l) 
It is easy to see that the definitions of won and lost are not affected if we restrict 
the strategies  and t in them to strategies that map each vertex of P(j) onto j. For 
such strategies we have for each vertex k of G' that the (s, t)-path from k in G 
either equals the one in G' or is the one in G'  extended with a vertex from P(j) 
followed by vertex j. Since.in the definitions of won and lost only the parity (odd 
or even) of the lengths of the (s, t)-paths plays a role, this proves (1). 
Property (1) strongly suggests an invariant of the following form: 
w(SG(V) )  u W = w(G)  
^ I(SG( V) )u  L=I (G)  
^ u(SG(V) )  = u(G). 
(2) 
This can be initialized by making V equal to the set of vertices of G and W = L = 0. 
According to (1), we can shrink set V if S(j, V)= 0 by 
V, W,L:= V\({j}uP(j, V)), W~P( j ,  V),L~2{j} 
From the above assignment we see why it is convenient hat in this exercise the 
graph is given by its predecessor relation: for each vertex in V we are interested in 
the number of successors and in the identities of the predecessors. 
If for all j ~ V we have S(j, V) ~ 0 relation (2) simplifies to 
W = w(G)  ^ L = I(G) ^ V= u(G). 
As in Exercise 11, we split V into two sets V0 and V1, in which V1 consists of 
those vertices that have no successors in SG(V). Thus our invariant becomes P0 ^  P I :  
PO: w(SG(VOu V1))u W= w(G) 
^ I (SG(VOuV1))uL= I(G) 
^ u(SG(VOu Vl)) = u(G), 
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PI: (Aj : jE VO: S(.~ VOw3 Vl) #0) 
A (Aj : jE VI: S(j,  VOu V1)=0). 
Our program will have the following structure: 
VO, V1 := {j[ S ( j )¢  0}, {Jl S(j) =0} 
; W, L:=0, O 
;do V1 ~0 
letj  ~ V1 
; L, V1 := Lu{ j} ,  VI\{j} 
; for each k ~ P( j )  c~ VO 
(W, VO:= Ww{k},  VO\{k} 
; for each h ~ P( k ) 
if S(h, VOw V1)=0~ V0, V1 := V0\{h}, V1 u(h} 




; U:= V0 
For expressing the guards in the selection above, we introduce an integer array 
t(j: 0 <~j < N)  and maintain 
(Ak: k~ VOu VI: t(k)=lS(£ vou Vl)[). 
The postcondition suggests the following way to record VOw V1, W, and L: 
(Aj: 0<~j< N: (q ( j )=-1) -= (jE L) 
^(q( j )=O) - ( j6  VOw V1) 
^ (q( j)  = 1 ) = (j ~ W)). 
We present V1 in the usual way by two variables v 1 and nvl. 
The initialization of t, q, vl, and nvl may be coded as follows: 
IN IT :  I[J, i: int; 
j :=O;do j# N--) t: (j) =0; q: (j) =O; j := j+ 1 od 
; i := O; do i ¢ M --> t:(e(i)) = t(e(i)) + 1 ; i := i + 1 od 
;j, nvl  :=O, O 
;do j¢  N 
--> id t( j)  =0-> vl: (nvl) =j;  nvl  := nvl + 1 
[] t( j)  1> 1 ---> skip 
fi 
; j := j+ l  
od 
31 
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Our solution is then 
S: l[nvl: int; 
vl, t(j: 0<~j< N):  array of int; 
IN IT  
; do nv 1 ~ 0 
-> I[J, i: int; 
j:= v l (nv l -1 ) ;  nvl := nv l -1 ;  q: ( j )=-1  
; i:= b(j) 
; do i#  b( j+ 1) 
-* Ilk: int; k:= e(i) 
; i f  q(k) =0 
--> q : (k )= 1 
; I[g: int; g:-- b(k) 
; do g # b(k+ l) 
--> I[h: int; h:= e(g); t:(h) = t (h ) -  1 
; i f  t(h) =0--) vl:(nvl)  = h; nvl := nvl + 1 















The innermost repetition makes one step for each arc leading to a won position; 
the middle repetition makes one step for each arc to a lost position. So, although 
we have a triple repetition, the computation time is still l inear in the number of 
vertices and arcs of G. 
